GSH Tech Agent continues rapid growth in 2021
The International Sales Company GSH Tech Agent, with offices in Paris and
Copenhagen, is continuing its strong growth phase in 2021 as they hire a new
Customer Success Manager.
By the closing of the year 2020, GSH Tech Agent has signed more than 10 new, prominent
technology companies, all looking to grow their revenue in international markets. It is
therefore fitting for Michelle Dahl to initiate her role as the company’s new Customer Success
Manager, on the first official working day of 2021.
“Having lived in different parts of the world, I’ve
had the opportunity to experience firsthand just
how crucial a role technology can play in solving
global challenges.” Michelle says, adding:
”From eradicating diseases and reducing digital
inequality with AI to cutting greenhouse-gas
emissions and creating smart cities through IoT,
the world depends on innovative technological
solutions. Entering a new market, however,
includes a great number of cultural and
institutional barriers to which disruptive tech
companies need ambitious individuals with an
international network and mindset. I want to be
part of such a group of individuals, and this is
my number one reason for joining GSH Tech
Agent”
Michelle is joining GSH Tech Agent from Adent Health, a Danish Health Tech company, where
she assisted the company in international business development from their Copenhagen
Office. Prior to that, she Co-Founded and acted as the CMO for Hello Software, an
international software house providing B2B digital solutions to companies interested in
improving their internal onboarding processes.
Managing Director, Anne Høyer, adds:
“We are very pleased to get Michelle onboard as our Customer Success Manager. Her
knowledge and experience is perfect for the clients of GSH Tech Agent and her mentality has
already proved to be a great fit for the GSH Tech Agent team. I am certain that she will bring
the clients in our growing portfolios, the handholding and success that we have been known
to deliver.”
Michelle will be based in the Copenhagen Office, all questions and enquires can be direct to
her on: michelle.dahl@gshtechagent.com
About GSH Tech Agent: GSH Tech Agent ApS is part of Group Saint Honoré SASU, a French
founded company focusing on bringing sustainable sales revenue to midsized technology
companies. Visit: www.gshtechagent.com

